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Soils: the foundation for life

Only 3% of the Earth surface is 

sustaining all human activities!
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Healthy soils to achieve food security 
and sustainable development

The current world population of 7.3 billion is expected 
to reach 8.5 billion by 2030, 9.7 billion in 2050 and 

11.2 billion in 2100

To meet  growing food demand, it 
is necessary to develop more 

productive and sustainable 
farming systems



Soils provide multiple ecosystem 
services



Today, 33% of land is moderately to highly 
degraded mainly because of erosion, loss 
of SOC, salinization, compaction, 
acidification and chemical pollution



The Global Soil Partnership

The GSP promotes Sustainable Soil Management 
to improve soil governance at all levels to 

support/ enhance the provision of 
essential ecosystem services
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Substantial progress of the GSP since 2011



Soil pollution

The potential of soils 
to cope with pollution 

is limited



Soil pollution: a hidden reality



Soil pollution: a hidden reality

Pollution causes a chain of degradation 
processes in soil, jeopardizing soil’s 

ability of providing key ecosystem 
services

Soil pollution vs soil health
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Soil pollution and human activities

Over thousands of 
years of human 

activities have left a 
legacy of polluted 
soils worldwide



80% of our waste 
is not being recycled 

and ends up in 
landfills

Soil pollution and human activities



World Soil Day
Be the Solution to Soil Pollution  



Soil pollution: 
Challenges and opportunities



! Raise awareness on the threat posed by 
soil pollution to: human health, the 
environment, and ecosystem services

! How to assess and monitor soil 
pollution at national and global scales

! Restore, remedy or adapt to soil 
pollution

! Additional research and policy needs

Soil pollution: 
Challenges and opportunities



WHAT is the global status and regional trends?

•Legislation

•Main polluting activities

•Extent of soil pollution

•Existence of monitoring systems

•Risks to human health and the 
environment

•Main remediation techniques used

•National capacities available to deal with 
soil pollution

Global assessment of soil pollution



Thank you for your attention

Happy World Soil Day!

#WorldSoilDay #StopSoilPollution

https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&q=#WorldSoilDay OR #soils&src=typd

